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SATCOM IN INDIA -A PERSPECTIVE
AND THE WAY AHEAD
Satcom is one of the fastest means of providing internet and broadband connectivity pan-India However
due to certain factors, it has been positioned as unaffordable and unaccessible and therfore unavailable
for deployment for a highly price sensitive market such as India. This is incorrect and fallacious, just as
in the early 1990s, it was thought by even fairly educated segments of society that mobile phones are
unaffordable technology toys - playthings of the rich, and not needed by the common man.
The policy and regulatory changes rung in by the government between 1999 and 2004 brought about a
dramatic transformation, with an over-90 per cent fall in retail tariffs and a corresponding explosion in
adoption of mobile phones by most strata of society, including low-income groups, and a concomitant
growth in personal incomes, productivity and GDP. A similar revolution needs to happen in satcom,
since the basic characteristics of the two are similar.
Broadband service over Satellite should be affordable (consumer price), accessible (everywhere
across India) and available 24 x 7 (both on fixed location and on mobility).
 Affordable – The Broadband Satellite services in India are by far much more expensive than USA
(284 times in a normalized scale of package capacity, services price and PPP). In order to
achieve affordable satellite broadband costs, the following measures need to be taken:
o Introduction of innovation (HTS, Ka Band, NGSO, Multicasting and edge caching)
o Long term commitment of public projects, such as Digital India, Bharat Net, etc.
o Liberalization of policy in order to attract more local private sector and foreign players
to increase competition and thereby cost reduction.
 Accessibility
o All the above measures
 Availability
o All the above measures
o Liberalization of MSS ( Mobile Satellite Services ) services to provide broadband access
to consumer while on the move.
Liberalization and transparency of the Indian Satcom policy and long term commitment of government
projects will motivate foreign players to enter into the India market and will attract FDI.
Inflows of foreign direct investment (FDI) are welcome in any country, and particularly so for India,
whose flagship programmes - Digital India, Make in India and Broadband for All - require several billion
US dollars (or thousands of crores) a year in funding. The opportunity is enormous, since we are at a
very low base in all these; the challenge is to entice FDI inflows to make these happen, since domestic
funds are limited. We need to look at new sources of funds. It is here that satellite communications
(satcom) can come in as the messiah to provide deliverance on these fronts.
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A recent repo
ort by North
hern Sky Ressearch (NSR) predicts a sharp increase of HTS-ssatellite cap
pacity to
3..5Tbps globaally by 2024. Broadband
d India Forum
m (BIF) - a teechnology neutral, not-ffor-profit thiink-tank
fo
or the promotion of the
e broadband
d ecosystem
m in the country - has conservative
c
ely projected
d India's
reequired broaadband overr satellite deemand at beetween 100
0 and 200 Gb
bps over thee coming fivve to 10
yeears, a big frraction of the Asian sateellite broadband demand
d as projecteed by NSR. After
A
introdu
uction of
reeforms in the satcom se
ector facilitaates all the innovations that are meentioned lateer in this do
ocument
to
o cater to this projected demand, BIF estimates that FDI of $3-5
$
billion can
c be brought in as a reesult, to
laaunch satelliites, develop and manufacture satellite gatew
ways (groun
nd terminalss) and also for the
m
manufacture
of end-user terminals (m
micro-VSATss, satellite haandhelds, ettc).

In
nvestment iss also likely to
t come in fo
or training and
a skilling lo
ocal manpow
wer to proviide the professional
seervices requ
uired in this sector. Thiss will bring in much-needed FDI an
nd also lead
d to a spurt in local
m
manufacturin
ng of satcom
m componeents (includiing develop
pment and launch of our
o own sattellites),
th
hereby leading to the cre
eation of a laarge pool off skilled man
npower and tens
t
of thou
usands of new
w jobs.
To
o spur invesstments and
d FDI inflowss, all we need to do is to demonsttrate the inttent to bring about
reeforms and liberalisation, and concurrently
c
y provide a long-term
m view and
d commitm
ment on
prrocurement of broadband capacity through sattellite for thee next five to 10 years. These
T
reform
ms have
th
he potential to bring ab
bout an increease in grosss revenues of $30-100 billion over this time sp
pan and
allso lead to a simultaneo
ous spurt in GDP growth
h. Apart from
m the contribution throu
ugh growth in gross
reevenues, theere is the mu
ultiplier effeect that will accrue due to rapid gro
owth in broadband peneetration.
(A
A World Ban
nk report sugggests that a 10 per cen
nt increase in
n broadband
d penetratio
on leads to a 1.4 per
ceent growth in GDP)

T
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Satcom can serve as an enabler for Bharat Net by fast deployment in a phased manner where all 250K
Gram Panchayats across India can be connected within 18 months with satcom connectivity until fiber
is deployed. to those locations where fiber is deployed, the satellite connectivity can serve as backup
to the fiber (alternate media), but to the GPs where fiber is not feasible, it shall serve as the only
solution. BIF has already submitted to TRAI and to BBNL a 10 year phased Satcom plan for providing
Broadband in all villages under the Bharat Net project.
Besides, Satcom is an enabler of many markets such as connectivity on aircrafts, in high seas, for offshore oil & gas sites, and in emergency services for connected cars, which is an important upcoming
application that aims to provider reliable communication link in every car using satellites for notifying
the first aid/ambulance/disaster recovery & relief services. For every 5% of lives saved during such
incidents will result in savings to the India economy to the tune of 1.3 B USD a year.
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New Technologies in Satcom
Overview
Innovation plays a crucial role in providing affordable services to consumer everywhere both in fixed
locations as well as in mobility.
The HTS Ka band can provide a significant reduction in satellite broadband services costs. The Non Geo
satellite constellation (LEO, MEO) will provide augmentation of capacity in areas where GEO cannot
provide. Additionally the LEO and MEO satellites provide very low latency which are crucial for mobile
backhauling as well as for voice calls.
Multicasting and caching can provide another solution in order to provide low cost off-line
entertainment for Rural India.
This chapter will review all these technologies and their positive impact on the Indian economy.

HTS Ka Band
Ka band Frequencies (~20 GHz and ~30 GHz)
Ka-band is the next frequency band that the satellite industry is currently moving to as the availability
of spectrum at C-band and Ku-band diminishes and nears saturation. Ka-band is expected to transform
satellite communications, in much the same way that Ku-band completely changed the original C-band
industry some two decades ago. Ka-band will trigger a similar step-change in the satellite
communications industry, but the impact will be much bigger, presenting challenges for some existing
operators. Ka-band is the logical addition to Ku-band services and will evolve as the delivery
mechanism for emerging consumer broadband markets that only require “best efforts” connectivity
for high-demand consumer services.
Ka band satellite systems have already been deployed in many regions of the world that have all types
of weather challenges. The use of multiple spot beams enabling massive frequency reuse has enabled
what are termed “High throughout satellites (HTS) architecture. These HTS systems have already been
deployed in the USA, Europe and EMEA ( Europe, Middle East & Africa) . Numerous additional HTS
systems are presently under development at both Ka and Ku bands. In India Hughes had proposed
launching a massive Ka band HTS satellite to deliver broadband ISP services. ISRO is also developing its
own Ka band system for tentative launch in 2018.
Whilst tropical climates are challenging for both Ku- and Ka-band, there are proven solutions through
advancements in ground technology that have enabled the deployment of high availability systems.
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Many of the new HTS satellites utilizze Ka-band frequencies
M
f
for the simple reason that
t
the orb
bital slot
alllocation for other bands has lon
ng been exxhausted. Today,
T
it is extremely difficult to
o obtain
co
ommerciallyy viable Ku-b
band orbital slots from the
t International Teleco
ommunicatio
on Union (ITTU)—the
in
nternational governing body,
b
which
h tracks and allocates these orbitall slots. On the
t other haand, Kabaand orbital slots are ge
enerally under-used. Though virtually every Kaa-band slot has
h multiplee filings,
on
nly a few off the slots have
h
actuallyy been used
d which meaans that it is
i far easier for an operator to
ob
btain rights to
t a Ka-band
d orbital slott from the ITTU.
ortant bene
efit of Ka-band is the avvailability off greater am
mounts of sp
pectrum verrsus KuAnother impo
perate across 750 MHz of
o spectrum
m a Ka-band satellite
baand. While a typical Ku--band satelliite might op
m
might
operatee across 150
00 MHz or more
m
of specctrum for the gateway feeder beam
ms alone. In addition
a
to
o this, the latest develop
pments in ro
ocket techno
ology and sattellite techn
nology allowss for a greatter mass
w more paayload to be available in space at a much lowerr cost. The Ka
with
K band sateellites have multiple
m
sp
pot beams effecting
e
re-using the sp
pectrum 4-5 times, thuss taking the capacity of a single sattellite to
m
more
than 10
00 Gbps (100
0 times that of a conven
ntional satellite). The infographic bellow shows some
s
of
th
he markets that
t
are servved by HTS, both
b
Ka and Ku-band.

Source: NSR

N
NGSO
(HE
EO, MEO,, LEO)
In
ntroductio
on
n the past there
t
were only a few global players in the LEO
L
(Low Eaarth Orbit) satellites an
nd MEO
In
(M
Medium Eaarth Orbit)) satellitess using sp
pectrum coordinated through the Intern
national
Teelecommuniications Uniion (ITU) in what are referred
r
to as the Non
n-Geostation
nary Satellitee Orbits
(N
NGSO). The most well known
k
of theese is the Irridium system that usess narrowban
nd L-band sp
pectrum
ovver a consteellation of 66
6 LEO satellites to provide global voice and narrowband data communication
seervices. An
nother well-known constellation is Globalstar, which focuses
f
on narrowban
nd data
T
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co
ommunicatio
on primarily for thee M2M/IoTT (Machinee-toM
Machine/Inte
ernet of Thin
ngs) industrry. In the laate 1990s th
here
w
was
an atttempt to launch an ambitious LEO sateellite
co
onstellation called Teledesic, whiich eventuaally failed, due
prrimarily to the lack off a cost-effective beam
m steering user
teerminals and
d related ground infrastructure. Currently, O3b,
O
w
which
is a new globall MEO sateellite consteellation baccked
prrimarily by SES has 12
2 satellites covering
c
a global
g
footp
print
sp
panning +/-4
45 degrees north
n
and south of the equator.
Reecently SpaceX, Facebo
ook, Googlee, LeoSat an
nd a few other
o
co
ompanies are active
ely develop
ping new LEO sateellite
co
onstellationss in order to provide high capacity broadb
band
In
nternet servvices globally. The chaart below shows
s
the comparative
c
e attributes of all the 3 LEO
co
onstellationss that are cu
urrently undeer works.
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Use
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L
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@ 50mss

Ann
nounced
M
Markets
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M
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B
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Mobilityy,
Backhau
ul

Sate
ellites &
Alltitude

Souurce: NSR

In
n this chapteer, we describe the advvantages of NGSO satellite constelllations, whyy they failed
d in the
paast, and the regulatory barriers that are constraining accesss to these new
n systemss in India, an
nd some
co
ore policy reecommendattions.
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W NGSO
Why
O
1.. Customerr Experience
e – Low Latency
O satellites operate
o
closser to the su
urface of th
he earth, and
d thus havee much loweer signal
LEEO and MEO
prropagation delay
d
compaared with GEEO satellitess. Good custtomer experrience is thee key to a successful
an
nd ultimately popular Internet sitee. Quality of
o service an
nd timely reesponses beecomes eveen more
im
mportant witth web base
ed e-Commerce services.
Th
he RTT (Rou
und Trip Tim
me) of a LEO
O satellite is in the ran
nge of few tens of mSeec up to 10
00 mSec
w
whereas
the GEO satellitte RTT is mo
ore than 500
0 mSec. Low
w latency is critical for both
b
voice services,
s
an
nd for 3G an
nd 4G cellulaar backhaul and
a intercon
nnection where the laten
ncy requirem
ment must be
b in the
raange of 30-50 mSec.

2.. Fastest Le
ead Time to Commercial Launch
d time to plaan, manufaccture and lau
unch. The GEO
G lead
A GEO satellitte constellattion requires a long lead
times can ran
nge from 4-6 years. On the other hand
h
the lead-time for LEO satellitte constructtion and
laaunch can bee as short as 2 years.
3.. Provides Enhanced
E
Caapacity in Se
elected Areaas
Ass indicated in the forme
er section thee LEO satelliite lead-timee is the fasteest to be dep
ployed and thus
t
can
prrovide a mo
ore efficientt solution to
o adding inccremental new
n
capacityy in dynamic situationss where
trraffic deman
nd has excee
eded consum
mption prediictions. Simply adding additional
a
saatellites to th
he same
orrbital plane effectively in
ncreases thee system cap
pacity increm
mentally with each new satellite dep
ployed.
ower cost pe
er satellite, and due to
o the shorter lead-time, satellite op
perators can
n launch
Due to the lo
m
multiple
smalller LEO sate
ellites with leess bandwid
dth, and at lo
ower cost, to
o match incrremental reaal world
deemand for additional capacity. The
T
satellitee operator can subseq
quently laun
nch addition
nal LEO
saatellites to enhance the available baandwidth as demand is proven.
p
T
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Reasons for absence of NGSO satellites in India
1. Regulatory Barriers – No Regulatory Framework Exists for LEO and MEO in India
Current Government Policy permits only GEO commercial satellites. This is partly due to the fact that
ISRO has not encouraged it due to the fact that they have none of their own ( LEO/MEO satellites ) and
also due to inadequate availability of capacity and consequently demand for such services.

2. Regulatory Barriers – Majority of the new NGSO Broadband Constellations use Ka-band which is
not permitted in India.
The only MEO constellation in service i.e. O3B as well as future launches of Google, Facebook, SpaceX,
LeoSat and other companies are all expected to be on Ka-band due to efficiencies in this band for
Broadband applications. The Ka-band is currently not regulated in India despite its widespread
adoption globally for the past decade. Ka-band can provide the most cost effective solution for “best
efforts” broadband Internet networks. Given the primary application is for “best efforts” commercial
consumer broadband Internet access, the susceptibility to rain-fade is not a problem at all.
3. Lack of Supply of NGSO Satellite Constellations in the Past Due to High Cost of Ground Terminals
The renewed interest in and development of LEO and MEO satellites has happened due to the
technological breakthroughs in the ground terminal segment due to the planned development of the
new electronic beam steering antenna technology under development by many companies such as
Thinkom, Kymeta, Isotropic systems, etc. These innovative antennas along with breakthroughs in
advanced modem technologies enable much more affordable antennas, that have lower power
consumption than traditional phased array antennas, and which are easy to install and maintain
ground terminals.

INNOVATIVE SATCOM APPLICATIONS:
Emergency Services for Connected cars
Introduction
The global connected car market size is expected to reach USD 180.30 billion by 2022, according to a
new study by Grand View Research, Inc.
The connected car market has the potential to significantly boost revenues of automobile
manufacturers over the next five to seven years. Car manufacturers are expected to deliver the right
mix of application and product packages for the right customers, and must systematically invest in R&D
if they are willing to maintain their technological leadership.
BIF Documents Confidential & Privileged June, 7Th, 2016
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Increasing regulations by governments and transportation authorities for the installation of advanced
safety and vehicle to vehicle communications systems are expected to positively impact industry
growth.
Further key findings from the study suggest:
 Safety applications dominated the global connected car industry, accounting for over 34% of the
share in 2014. The inclusion of safety technologies such as danger warning systems, automatic
emergency calling, blind spot alerts, anti-collision systems that prevent accidents in automobiles
has made modern cars safer and accident-proof. This is expected to result in an overall reduction
in road mishaps and accidents thus reducing the overall on road fatalities.
 Growing at a CAGR of over 31% from 2015 to 2022, driver assistance systems are expected to gain
prominence over the forecast period. Recent advancements in driver assistances systems such as
Volkswagen’s Emergency Assist, that automatically applies the brakes and stops a car in case of an
emergency and BMW’s autonomous parking valet, that automatically parks a car even after the
passenger’s exit have set benchmarks for driver assistance systems in the connected vehicle
industry.
 Asia Pacific is expected to grow at a CAGR of over 29% over the forecast period due to
considerable automobile demand in the region coupled with a relatively untapped market for
sophisticated automotive communications in the region. Countries such as China and India are
expected to drive the industry growth during the next seven years. Automobile manufacturers and
technology giants across the world are striving hard to provide advanced vehicle management and
safety technologies in the budget car segment as well. Regulation by the European department of
transportation in association with the governments have mandated the installation of eCall
emergence calling systems and other advanced telematics systems for safety purposes in all new
vehicles manufactured after the year 2014.
As for BI Intelligence, the connected car will reach 75% of the global car shipments by 2020.
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As India passed Brazil and became the fifth largest car markets in the world, no doubt the trend of
connected cars will not pass India and will become an important factor in the car industry in India as
well.
As the number of CPUs inside each car are more than 100 and each CPU requires its own software
update and upgrade, the car requires much more frequent and cheap mechanism to update all the
CPUs with the most updated software.
As terrestrial cellular reception changes from location to location as well as from one TSP to other TSP,
the car manufacturers find it difficult to have several agreements with different SLA with different
TSPs. Nevertheless in contrary to cellular networks, the satellite mobile service provide much reliable
reception for larger areas.
Moreover laws such as E911 in the USA and eCall in the EU determine the functionality to initiate
emergency call automatically once car accident occurs. Additionally signaling of critical components
such as air bags will be transmitted to car manufactures for investigation in order to correct the
needful for the future.
According to a 2014 Planning Commission report, road crashes lead to an annual economic loss
equivalent to 3% of India’s GDP. At 2015-16 GDP figures, this amounts to a massive loss of Rs 4 lakh
crore each year. This is a mammoth figure, but hardly surprising given that annually road crashes not
just kill 1.4 lakh people and maim three times more, they also cause significant property losses,
infrastructure damage and pose a huge burden on already stretched healthcare, police and judicial
systems, and loss of livelihood for thousands of families.
It means that if we manage to implement reliable communication in every car and the system will
notify the first aid services the ability to reach faster, for every 5% of conversion of death into injury
which shall not result in death will save to the India economy 1.3 B USD a year !
Beside the saving to human loss and to economy productivity, the R&D efforts, local manufacturing of
emergency systems from connected cars will have a major boost once such services will be permitted
in India over satellite communications.
Besides emergency services a growing segment is the car entertainment segment where satellite
communication can play a major role due to large coverage across India. With Multicasting and edge
caching, such services can be provided in very attractive affordable prices.

Reasons for absence of emergency services over satellites for connected cars in India
1)

As Mobile Satellite services are extremely restrictive and permitted only to defense forces across
India and to civilians with special permission to very limited areas, practically emergency services
over satellite for connected cars are banned in India.
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2)

Everywhere globally, the implementation of call emergency and signaling emergency services is
done due to regulation. Currently in India there are no such road safety laws to mandate car
manufacturers like in the USA and in Europe to implement such systems in cars.

Data Multicasting ( Low cost off line Entertainment Service)
Introduction
The legacy Internet architecture is the unicast connection between dedicated server and client ports
using a session-oriented Internet protocol, typically TCP-IP (Transmission Control Protocol-Internet
Protocol). This is the underlying architecture of the Internet, and has also been adopted as the primary
approach for delivering broadband IP Satellite Communications services. However, as Satellite
Communication bandwidth is considered to be much more expensive than any terrestrial
communication, Satellite Communication has typically served as either a temporary solution until a
terrestrial communication system can be deployed. In cases where terrestrial communication cannot
be deployed satellites have been the default choice for connectivity. However, when it comes to
broadcasting, Satellite Communication is considered to be the most efficient means of communication.
The need for Data multicasting was created by the fact that in the recent years there has been a huge
surge in video traffic, which is threatening to overwhelm the data pipelines, and especially the first and
last mile access networks. Additionally the introduction of smart terminals including smart phones and
tablets are also contributing to the high surge in data traffic. In addition, these devices are enabling
the caching of massive amounts of information at the user edge of the network. The combination of
multicasting with content caching in customer devices can provide an alternative architecture to the
traditional server client unicast architecture. Due to the ability of satellites to simultaneously broadcast
to huge geographical areas it is the most efficient method for broadband content delivery to the literal
consumer edge of the network. The combination of multicasting plus caching in consumer devices
provides a winning solution that only Satellite Communications can deliver to the Digital India vision.
With the ease of network deployment, the fastest time to revenue, and the ability to provide highest
user experience at the lowest costs, the Satellite Communication multicasting and caching architecture
can revolutionize Rural India Internet access capabilities by enabling “Off -Line browsing.”
The following section reviews the solution and suggests what has to be done in order to deploy such a
solution.
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Possible architectures
1. DTH ROIS
The DTH ROIS (Receive Only Internet Service) is permitted in India. However it was not successful since
there was not enough bandwidth for the TV channels due to current Satcom policy in India. Since the
core business of DTH suffers from the huge shortage of transponders, the secondary business of DTH
operators never had a chance under these circumstances. Adding the fact that the architecture which
was planned for the ROIS was a traditional unicast server client session with return path via cellular or
WiFi, the bandwidth it could have provided was quite limited and not attractive.
Unlike the client – server architecture, the multicasting – caching architecture is quite different. In
traditional DTH systems linear digital television is streamed to consumer receivers and then into a set
top box that converts the satellite signals into standard television protocols for display on TV sets. In
the multicast IP data case, an IP data stream is multiplexed onto a satellite uplink carrier for relay over
the on-orbit transponder. The multicast IP packets are relayed by the satellite directly into consumer
DTH receivers, where they are split out from the linear TV channels coming down the cable from the
DTH antenna and presented as IP packet streams to the consumer IP router that is connected to either
a WiFi access point or an RJ45 cable port to connect with any computer/smart TV/tablet or smart
phone that can download the data and either stream it live, or store it for later consumption. In this
manner, videos/files can be multicast in a one-to-many architecture. However unlike in the unicast
case where every user download increases the network capacity requirement and increases the power
required to run each and every individual hosting data server, the multicast architecture transmits a
single file to literally millions of receivers simultaneously, subject to every receiver conforming to
conditional access controls and individual user preferences. Moreover, the unit cost per download in
the multicasting architecture is reduced incrementally as the number of users increases, whereas in
the unicast world each incremental download increases the unit cost per GB as discrete network
resources must be consumed for every additional download. Given that the price of storage per GB is
the fastest declining expense in the Information Technology sector, the multicast approach will
continue to extend its cost advantage in parallel with the ever-decreasing cost of storage continues.
Such cannot be said for the unicast Internet where network costs continue to escalate as additional
capacity is added.
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The DTH ROIS and Multicasting approach enable interesting new business models, where DTH
operators that have substantial fallow capacity in the off-peak hours of the day can easily add a
multicast extension to their existing linear TV broadcasting systems. They will be able either to add a
multicast service themselves, or sublease the needed capacity during late night and early morning
hours to companies that will be able to take advantage of these existing satellite networks for new
multicast Internet services.

2. Satellite Fed Internet Caches in Public WiFi Hotspots
As DTH penetration to Rural India is rather low and it requires a satellite receiver and STB and a TV
with digital connectors, the DTH ROIS solution will not be able to provide the sole solution. As a
supplementary solution for homes in Rural India as well as for public area outside home in Rural India,
the Satellite – WiFi solution might be more appropriate. As more and more smart terminals such as
tablets and smart phones penetrate to rural India, their ability to connect via WiFi becomes more
natural solution. The proposed architecture resembles the one proposed above as “DTH ROIS,” but
instead of using the private computer or STB as a data storage device, the information will be cached
at the WiFi base station. As the base station will be able to cache much more information than a typical
private STB, and as it serves more people either over Omni directional antennas or by directional WiFi
antennas. Similar to the DTH ROIS architecture there will be free to air information that everyone can
access without any payment buy merely with simple registration with return path either via WiFi or by
GPRS. There will also be paid content which shall require payment either by coupons which shall be
purchased against cash at kiosks or via debit/credit cards or by net banking. All return path links will be
made either by WiFi or by GPRS. The service provider of the satellite backhauling to the WiFi base
station will have to have a GMPCS license as part of a unified license.

3. VSAT MODEM at Customer Premises
This architecture resembles the same like DTH ROIS with a difference that in this case houses which are
not connected to DTH service will be connected to the Satellite Multicasting – Caching solution using
very low cost satellite receivers that utilize any “out-of-band” return path to complete the TCP-IP
Internet connection. Out-of-band Internet uplinks can be made with 2G, 3G, 4G phones, dial-up or DSL
telephone connections, or VSAT satellite uplinks.
Some of the low cost services for rural areas that can benefit from a multicasting-caching service
include:
a) The most popular Bollywood and Hollywood titles and songs
b) VOD of selective most popular TV programs and news reports
c) e-Commerce pages like Flipkart, Amazon, Ebay, Snapdeal etc where the same product pages
are being multicast to all.
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d) e-Government document and forms which are common
e) e-Education books and teaching VOD videos
f) e-Health forms and training videos.
g) Electronic newspapers
h) Financial information including commodities prices for farmers, stock exchange data, insurance
The amount of information and the locality of specific information will be dependent on the amount of
bandwidth that is available to the satellite multicasting operator. Regardless, this service requires by
far much less bandwidth than the unicast point-to-point, session oriented Internet. However, it still
requires substantial bandwidth in order to deliver the vast amount of information that is required by
the public and the government of India across many different localities and languages in order to
deliver and refresh the required information timely.
The new multicast-caching service will be able to provide a revolution in Internet browsing whereas
people will now be able to browse Off-line. It will be extremely important in areas where Broadband
connectivity is problematic due to limitations in infrastructure, extreme weather conditions, and due
to frequent power cuts. In order to provide high bursts of data in the shortest time we request
permission of Ka-band satellite services, as well as NGSO satellites, all of which will be important to
augment the rapidly expanding bandwidth demand, the public and all government agencies to deliver
on the promise of Digital India.
World wide Satellite Broadband is always two-way. Nobody has delivered a successful broadband on a
one-way DTH network. Even the cached internet technologies like the Google’s Accelerator project all
use two-way terminals.
Other innovative satcom applications :

DIGITAL CINEMA
From celluloid prints to digital format, the Indian cinema and its distribution channel has come a long
way. But, now taking a step further, the Indian cinema industry is slowly turning a new leaf in the
distribution network, 'satellite distribution of movies'. The emergence of digital cinema is now causing
a revolution in the Indian motion picture industry. Digital cinema, also known as e-Cinema, is the
projection of film through a digital video system. Recording of movies onto electronic media instead of
film enables almost instantaneous distribution of these films to theaters
"Digital or satellite distribution is beneficial both for the cine goers as well as the filmmakers. One gets
to see news films at the right time and there would be standard quality on audio and video across
geography Through satellite a number of movies can be launched simultaneously across different
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theatre locations. Satellite also provides ubiquitous coverage—as long as line of sight to the
geostationary satellites above the earth’s equator is visible, coverage is available. Just like direct to
home (DTH) satellite television, the content is uplinked to the satellite and multicast to the intended
receivers. This eliminates the variances in quality and availability of terrestrial bandwidth such as DSL,
cable or fiber for theaters in different areas, ensuring a single, uniform system for reliable and timely
delivery of the content. satellite distribution is ideal for the delivery of multi-gigabyte movie content.
Other Benefits of Satellite Delivery Once a theater is linked via satellite, the connection can be used for
other tasks related to the operation of a theater. Examples of additional uses are:
Ticket sale credit card authorizations
Daily reporting of ticket and concession receipts to headquarters
A theater equipped with satellite content delivery is able to use this idle time to maximize profits. For
example, a theater owner may be able to rent out a screen for corporate functions, viewing of closed
audience sporting events, private screenings of films, etc. Any or all of these may be highly lucrative to
the theater. Theaters may also become part of the bridge over the digital divide by supporting, for
example, universal service obligations (USO) and government broadcast to disadvantaged areas.

Broadband on the Move
When people refer to broadband connectivity, they usually think about a specific location. It is easy to
split India into its Urban and Rural separate locations with their respective challenges of achieving
broadband services. However there is another dimension that is usually neglected. It is the time and
mobility dimension. Our new public policies for broadband communications should also address the
need for connectivity during those extensive periods when huge portions of our population are
commuting.
There is a large portion of our population that uses public transportation system in order to commute
at low cost to their destinations. Public transportation has no broadband connectivity in either rural or
urban India. There have been a few attempts in the past to evaluate satellite based mobile solutions,
however both expensive bandwidth cost and the need for mechanically steered antennas to connect
with the satellites doomed these experiments to failure.
Mobile broadband connections to aircraft, boats, trains, buses, taxis, trucks, and personal vehicles are
common today in North America and Europe, and its proliferation has extended rapidly to Asia and
other developing regions in the past few years. The trend of aircraft cabin connectivity particularly has
been very strong, with more than 60 airliners across the globe adopting satellite-based solutions and
offering internet-on-the-move for its passengers, who see such services as an integral part of their
travel experience today, especially on long-haul routes. With better antenna technology using
electronic beam forming techniques on the horizon, past issues of adjacent satellite interference or
low bandwidth efficiency are a passe. NSR estimates the aircraft connectivity market in Asia to register
strong growth at a CAGR of ~10% till 2024, and India will be an integral part of it with a growing
addressable market for airliners and a large young mobile population who see connectivity as a right.
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Telemedicine is a satellite service that is particularly well-suited to the remote and far-reaching areas
of the North -East whose rural areas are difficult to reach and are underserved by health care services.
Satellites play an important role in many of the most ambitious telemedicine endeavours serving as a
powerful, and relatively inexpensive, tool, particularly for video links between multiple users. With
costs still decreasing, telemedicine will increasingly become a solution available wherever it is needed
rather than just serving the most remote and the most needy.
Yet, satellite technology does not just help those in rural areas. Telemedicine is also being used to help
provide access to training and other medical services to doctors and health-care workers in both urban
areas, allowing specialists to be trained via satellite link rather than the expensive process of moving
the human capital away from where it is needed for many years to allow them to gain new expertise.
An outstanding example of telemedicine using satellite is the Pan-African e-Network project which
includes providing tele-medicine besides host of other services viz. e-education, e-governance, ecommerce , etc to the entire African Union. TCIL from the Indian side is one of the prime contractor
who helped implement this project.

Satellite Communications- An Essential Tool For Emergency Management And Disaster
Recovery
Disaster and Emergency Communications - Satellites are Key Communications provide the critical path
for relief in emergency and disaster situations. Communications connect and help move logistical,
rescue and first responder resources in any region of the world facing or recovering from natural or
man-made disasters.
Deploying wireless communications is typically among the first priorities in any emergency response,
rescue, or relief situation. However, terrestrial wireless equipment (cellular phones or land mobile
radios) is only useful when communications towers and other fixed equipment are in place to connect
wireless equipment to the local and global communications backbone. In the majority of emergency
situations, this infrastructure has either been destroyed by the disaster (e.g. New Orleans after
Hurricane Katrina) or was not available before the disaster (e.g. the earthquake in Pakistan, Nepal;
floods in Uttarakhand, Srinagar and Chennai). This reality makes it critical for local government and
emergency workers to have access to a wireless communications network that is not dependant on
terrestrial infrastructure.
Satellite communications provide such a solution. Satellites are the only wireless communications
infrastructure not susceptible to damage from disasters, because the main repeaters sending and
receiving signals (the satellite spacecraft) are located outside the Earth's atmosphere. In recent years,
the cost of satellite bandwidth has dropped so dramatically it is competitive with both DSL and cable
solutions. While the technology in years past would have been priced out of reach for many disaster
recovery plans, this is no longer the case.
Users today have two kinds of satellite communications networks available to support emergency
response activities: geostationary satellite systems (GEO) and low Earth orbit satellites (LEO).
Geostationary (GEO) satellites are located 36,000 km above the Earth in a fixed position and provide
service to a country or a region covering up to one third of the globe. They are capable of providing a
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full range of communications services, including voice, video and broadband data. These satellites
operate with ground equipment ranging from very large fixed gateway antennas down to mobile
terminals the size of a cellular phone. There are currently almost 300 commercial GEO satellites in
orbit operated by global, regional and national satellite carriers. This number does not include
satellites operated by governments, the military, etc.
Even before disasters strike, these networks are used in many countries to provide seismic and floodsensing data to government agencies to enable early warning of an impending situation. Also, they
broadcast disaster-warning notices and facilitate general communication and information flow
between government agencies, relief organizations and the public.
LEO satellites operate in orbits between 780 km and 1,500 km (depending on the system) and provide
voice and low speed data communications. These satellites can operate with handheld units about the
size of a large cellular phone. The highly portable nature of LEO-based units makes them another
valuable satellite solution for first responders in the field. With the number of LEO satellites in
operation, at any given time, a LEO satellite is above you.
In order to most effectively utilize the capabilities of these systems, government agencies, relief
organizations and other first responders must define as far in advance as possible what kind of
terminals they will need to have in the field before and after an emergency. This planning requires an
understanding of the different capabilities of the various system types outlined below.

Satellite technology can provide narrowband and broadband IP communications (Internet, data,
video, or voice over IP) with speeds starting at 64 Kbps from handheld terminals up to 4 Mbps bidirectional from portable VSAT (Very Small Aperture Terminal) antennas. Fixed installation can bring
the bandwidth up to 40 Mbps. The operation of these satellite systems and services follows the
general topology depicted below.
Solutions using this topology can be used for both advance disaster mitigation services and to support
relief and recovery efforts under three general categories:


Handheld Mobile Satellite Communications: Once a disaster has occurred, local infrastructure including microwave, cellular and other communications facilities - are often knocked out, either
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because towers are destroyed, or because of electrical failures. In the immediate aftermath of
such a disaster, there is one reliable form of communications, which is the use of handheld
satellite telephone systems provided by mobile satellite service providers. These systems provide
access through very small, cell-phone-sized devices, as well as pagers and in-vehicle units.
Prices for satellite phones can be as low as $40 a week for rental, with purchase prices ranging
from under $400 up to about $2,000. Services are provided on a per-minute basis, as with any
mobile telephone system, and start under a dollar a minute.
Portable and Transportable Mobile Satellite Communications: Mobile satellite systems, or
terminals used for "communications on the move" include equipment that can be transported
and operated from inside a car, truck or maritime vessel, as well as in helicopters and other
aircraft, including commercial airplanes. This kind of terminal is useful where data-intensive, highspeed connections are needed on an expedited basis for damage assessment, medical evaluation
or other applications for voice, video and data. Depending on the satellite system and type of
equipment, they can be operational in anywhere from 5-30 minutes usually without expert
technical staff, and can be deployed anywhere. As with communications systems in general,
higher satellite terminal prices - whether they are portable, mobile or fixed - equate to more
robust services, higher reliability, faster delivery and a wide range of other features and options.
Fixed Satellite Communications: Terminals would typically be installed in cases where the
equipment is required for longer than one week, including pre-disaster applications - e.g.
environmental monitoring, communications redundancy, etc. - as well as post-disaster recovery
operations. Such systems can be configured to provide everything from low-speed data
transmissions up to very broad bandwidth data and full broadcast-quality video to replace local
and national telecommunications infrastructure. Such systems must be installed by a qualified
technical team.
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FDI & MAKE IN INDIA
Inflows of foreign direct investment (FDI) are welcome in any country, and particularly so for India,
whose flagship programmes - Digital India, Make in India and Broadband for All - require several billion
US dollars (or thousands of crores) a year in funding. The opportunity is enormous, since we are at a
very low base in all these; the challenge is to entice FDI inflows to make these happen, since domestic
funds are limited. We need to look at new sources of funds. It is here that satellite communications
(satcom) can come in as the messiah to provide deliverance on these fronts.
Are satcom tariffs too high? A simple analysis shows
that the per-Mb price of data tariff through satcom
in India is nearly 300 times that in the United States.
A country that showed the world how the lowest
mobile tariffs could be achieved is struggling with
satcom tariffs that are far above global norms and
thus throttling usage. This need not be so - indeed,
should not be so. We need to apply the learnings of
the mobile sector - as regards introduction of
private sector players, enhanced and fair
competition, an independent and empowered
regulator, and separation and corporatisation of the
government operator - to the satcom sector.
When the above reforms started taking effect from
the year 2000 in the mobile telecom sector, not only
did user tariffs crash dramatically, but FDI inflows
started picking up. In the 15 years since, over $18
billion was pumped into the sector, leading to over
$350 billion in gross sectoral revenues, of which the
national exchequer received about 30 per cent. In
effect, the reforms facilitated the inflow of FDI amounting to about five per cent of the sector's gross
revenues.
One can reasonably expect a similar or higher-order relationship for the high-technology satcom sector
due to its ability to catalyse the use of broadband in every nook and corner of India. The multiplier
effect of satcom on FDI and total investments could be much higher than with mobile communications,
since it has a high probability of big investments happening for the manufacture of Indian satellites as
soon as the sector is reformed and liberalised. Applications from private players for permission to
manufacture satellites have been pending for a few years now - a great example of Make in India just
waiting to happen.
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Apart from satellites, there is huge potential
also for the manufacture of VSATs, end-user
terminals, ground/earth stations and other
devices and equipment. A complete ecosystem
of component manufacture for these could also
be facilitated.
One of the several means to make satellite
bandwidth even more affordable to consumers
is by use of new innovations such as use of Ka
HTS satellites. In addition, there are other
innovative technologies to help reduce costs
and to increase affordability and availability of
broadband satellite bandwidth, such as
multicasting and caching at the edge, the use of
non-geo satellites (LEO, MEO, HEO, etc) and
mobile satellite solutions. The Indian market is
deprived of the benefits of these innovations,
as these are not permitted.
Investment is also likely to come in for training
and skilling local manpower to provide the
professional services required in this sector. This will bring in much-needed FDI and also lead to a spurt
in local manufacturing of satcom components (including development and launch of our own
satellites), thereby leading to the creation of a large pool of skilled manpower and tens of thousands of
new jobs.
To spur investments and FDI inflows, all we need to do is to demonstrate the intent to bring about
reforms and liberalisation, and concurrently provide a long-term view and commitment on
procurement of broadband capacity through satellite for the next five to 10 years. These reforms have
the potential to bring about an increase in gross revenues of $30-100 billion over this time span and
also lead to a spurt in GDP growth. Apart from the contribution through growth in gross revenues,
there is the multiplier effect that will accrue due to rapid growth in broadband penetration. (A World
Bank report suggests that a 10 per cent increase in broadband penetration leads to a 1.4 per cent
growth in GDP.)
India has much to gain once broadband penetration, currently languishing at a low 10 per cent or so,
picks up momentum from investments and surges ahead. Industry is confident that this could not only
lead to a replication of the mobile telecom success story, but could actually even surpass it.
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Summary
To leverage the benefits of new technologies, new spectrum bands, new innovations & applications and to
thereby help accelerate broadband penetration with concomitant growth in GDP and growth in FDI besides
boost to local manufacturing, creation of jobs and new skills, the following enablers to the growth of Satcom
may be considered by the Government:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

“Single Window “clearance for all approvals/licenses in time bound manner.
Opening of Indian satellite space to all international satellite operators with in-built, fail-safe safety &
security measures satisfying security requirement of the country.
Permission of High Throughput Satellites (HTS) in the Ka band
Permission for use of LEO (Low Earth Orbiting Satellites) and MEOs (Medium Earth Orbiting Satellites).
Permission for Data Multicasting via Satellites.
Long term commitment towards use of Satcom for public broadband projects such as Digital India,
Bharat Net, etc.
Permission to install emergency systems in cars in order to call emergency/disaster recovery services 8.
Liberalization and reforms in the Indian Satcom policy to attract more private and foreign participation
for boost to FDI in Satcom and for increasing competition and cost reduction.
Reasonable Government controls is acceptable, provided there is complete transparency. It is therefore
desirable that Policy making, Regulatory & Operational functions in the commercial space/satellite sector
be separated as was the case with the Telecom Sector around the years 1997-2000.
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